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Abstract

"Mapping: A Technique for Translating Reading Into Thinking"? This informative article appearing in Journal of Reading, January 1971, explains and illustrates “mapping a chapter.” It is a unique substitute for outlining and note taking, a valuable technique used to develop critical thinking with students.
"Mapping: A Technique for Translating Reading Into Thinking" by Betty L. Hagberg. This informative article appearing in *Journal of Reading*, January 1971, explains and illustrates "mapping a chapter." It is a unique substitute for outlining and note taking, a valuable technique used to develop critical thinking with students.

"Accountability, The Task, The Tools, And The Pitfalls" by Walter N. Durost in the January 1971 issue of *The Reading Teacher*. This article deals with "performance contracting" and will be of special interest to people in reading.

Kenneth S. Goodman's article "Promises, Promises". It appears in the January 1971 issue of *The Reading Teacher*: a short, dynamic commentary on performance contracts.

"Reading in English Infant Schools" written by Mary Phillips and published in the December 1970 issue of the *Minnesota Reading Quarterly*.

"Our High School Reading Center," an article in the January 1971 issue of *Today's Education*. Elizabeth Elmore, teacher consultant, in Athens County, Ohio gives an account of the activities of one of their high school reading centers.

"Book Selection Patterns Among High School Students" by CeCelia Algra and James Fillbrant in the December 1970 issue of the *Journal of Reading*. This article presents an interesting study of reading selection patterns among high school students.